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OVER TRAGIC SISTER
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on the move
Eilish on Dancing
With The Stars

Man, 64, dies
in bull attack
on his farm
By Olivia Kelleher

A FARMER has died after
being attacked by a bull on
his farm.
The 64-year-old man
was tending to a number
of the animals in a
shed at Tullylease near
Charleville, Co Cork,
on Thursday when the
incident happened.
The emergency services
were alerted after a neighbour found the farmer in
an unresponsive state.
He was pronounced
dead at the scene and
his body was taken to the
morgue at Cork University
Hospital.
A postmortem was
carried out yesterday.
The incident is being
treated as a tragic accident
and a file will be prepared
for the Coroners Court.
The Health and Safety
Authority will also launch
an investigation in to the
incident.
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close Eilish and
Brendan O’Carroll in
character on show

Mrs Brown’s Boys star tells of pain at family loss
e
xclusive
by KATIE GALLAGHER

Showbiz Reporter

THE sister of Mrs Brown’s
Boys stars Brendan and Eilish
O’Carroll died in Canada last
month.
Opening up about their family
loss to the Irish Mirror, Eilish told
how her comedian brother made it
in time to have a last laugh with
Fiona – “his second mammy”.
The former Dancing With The
Stars contestant, who plays Winnie
McGoogan in the hit show,
said: “An awful lot had to be halted
for me [recently].
“Sadly my sister took very ill and
passed away in Canada on March 3.
“I had been out there with her for
Christmas but we didn’t manage to
get out until the day after she died.”
However, she told of her joy that
Brendan managed to make it in
time to say his goodbyes, flying in
from his home in Orlando, Florida.
Eilish added: “He was there to see
her and got her talking and laughing
and singing and I knew she was
hanging on for him.
“They were very close, she was
like a second mammy. Very much
so. For her I know it was her

wish to see him and she did and will hopefully start in June but who
that was lovely.”
knows? I’m still in my head going,
The Dubliner said it was a ‘Yeah, June it will all be over and we
blessing the tight-knit family were will be back to normal’.”
finished filming All Round To Mrs
Despite her loss and the scary
Brown’s and therefore able to spend situation she returned to, Eilish
time mourning their loss together. revealed she feels extra fortunate
The 68-year-old added“We got to and comforted to be able to lift
stay there for a couple of weeks. spirits during this time of crisis.
She said: “Comedy
And then we flew back
tends to thrive in
here and we flew into
times like this, like in
lockdown actually.
Brendan
the last recession
“None of this had
comedy took off.
happened when we
was
there
“ When people’s
flew out but we flew
to see her.
backs are against the
back in on March 16
wall and they don’t
and we were straight
She was
know what the future
into isolation because
hanging
hold s for th em ,
we had been on a
humour tends to be
long-distance flight
on
for
him
the only thing that
and it has been the
lifts them and
same ever since.”
eilish o’carroll
DUBLIN yesterday
provides a bit of
Thankful for having
respite.
had the time to be
“And thank God, I mean I am so
with her sister, she said: “Fortunately we weren’t scheduled to privileged to be involved in that.”
And as All Round To Mrs Brown’s
work. We’d already finished
All Round To Mrs Brown’s in continues to provide comedy relief
February so I had the time that I every Saturday night, she admitted
could actually go out and be with she has become one of the biggest
her and spend some time with fans tuning in from home.
She said: “I sit down and watch it
her family.
“So that was a blessing and I’m because it gives me a laugh.”
looking forward to the tour that
news@irishmirror.ie
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Al Dancer wins at
Cheltenham on his
chase debut
under Sam
Twiston-Davies

DANCER TAKES BIG STEP
TOWARDS THE ARKLE

Davies. “Today he’s put down a
have a battle on his hands when
big marker for the Arkle.”
Getaway Trump loomed upsides
AL DANCER was cut to 12-1 for
Betway cut Al Dancer to 12-1
the third-last fence. But, when
the Arkle Chase at the Festival in at
(from 20) second favourite for
asked for his effort, the latter
March after an impressive
the Festival race.
buckled and Not That
chasing debut on the day racing soon came late to take second.
A collision with a car left no ill
Fuisse
returned to Cheltenham.
effects on Mulcahys Hill who
Winning trainer Nigel TwistonJumping cleanly in the hands
took the Matchbook Chase at
Davies believes his gelding
of Sam Twiston-Davies, last
12-1. Wholestone looked set for
needs time between his races.
March’s Supreme Novices’
victory but Adrian Heskin
“He came here last season for
Hurdle favourite kept going up
conjured a late lunge from his
Supreme Novices’ Hurdle
the hill to win the squareintheair. the
mount who put his head in front
after winning at Ascot, which
TURN TO PAGE 3
com Chase by four lengths.
too soon,” said TwistonThe 10-11 favourite appeared to was

BY CHRIS GOULDING

Balding star has the
finishing speed to KO
O’Brien record bid

very testing, Kameko should cope with
ground betting than most. He is
KAMEKO looks the value bet to the of a half-sister to Kingsbarns, who
stop Aidan O’Brien securing a out this race on soft ground for
record-equalling 10th victory in won in 2012.
the Futurity Trophy (3.25, ITV4) O’Brien made a winning debut over
Kameko
at Doncaster today.
seven furlongs at Sandown in July and
Andrew Balding’s fast-improving stepped up against more experienced
colt (left) is the only runner in the rivals to be beaten only a nose by
Group 1 contest for two-year-olds who Positive in the Betway Solario Stakes
is not from O’Brien’s Ballydoyle stable, at Sandown despite running green.
but he can keep them all at bay.
His over exuberance again cost him2
With further forecast rain set to
TURN TO PAGE
make conditions at Town Moor

BY NEWSBOY

SEE
PAGES
8&9

Rosanna:
It’s been
so hard
waiting
for our
baby..

IRISH COUPLE
HELD
OVER
39 DEATHS
BY MILO BOYD, MICK McNIFFE,
JILLY BEATTIE and PAUL BYRNE

AN Irish haulage boss and his
wife were arrested yesterday
on suspicion of manslaughter
over the deaths of 39 migrants
in a lorry.
Joanna Maher and her husband
Thomas, both aged 38, were held
as police searched their house in
Cheshire.
Another man, a 48-year-old
from the North, was also arrested
at Stansted Airport.
The developments came as the
Irish Mirror can reveal the
migrants fought for their lives in
their tomb of steel.
Bloody handprints were found
on the inside of the container.
And it was feared six of the dead
were Vietnamese as a family said
their daughter Pham Thi Tra My
sent a heartbreaking text saying:
“I’m dying mum, I can’t breathe.”
Last night the couple were
being questioned by detectives

SWOOP
ON HOME

Haulage boss
Thomas Maher
& wife Joanna

TURN TO PAGE 4

» Bloody handprints in container » Last texts from dying daughter
HEARTBREAKING Pham Thi Tra My
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Model with her mum Diana

EXCLUSIVE

BY KATIE GALLAGHER
Showbiz Reporter

MUM-TO-BE Rosanna Davison
revealed she has had no contact
with her baby’s surrogate throughout the pregnancy journey.
The 35-year-old is due to welcome a
baby girl next month through surrogacy./
In a heartfelt admission, she admitted
it has been weird for her knowing
somebody else out there has been experiencing her baby’s kicks and growths.
Lifting the lid on her journey to
motherhood, the former Miss World
beauty told Irish Mirror: “We have had
no contact with the surrogate, they keep
that totally separate. There is an agency
who does all the co-ordination stuff.
“We have kind of kept busy this year
with work and house stuff because it is
weird to think about someone else experiencing the little kicks and the hormones
and the tiredness that comes with being
pregnant so yeah, we’ve managed.”
In July the Dublin-born model, who is
the daughter of Lady in Red crooner
Chris de Burgh, announced she’s
expecting her first child with husband
Wes Quirke via gestational surrogate in
November, and bravely opened up about
suffering several miscarriages in the past.
Rosanna has since been hailed as an
inspiration for others who have suffered
issues with fertility and child loss and
credited by her thousands of followers
for being so honest about her journey.

STRUGGLES

DMEEIR

Rosanna and Wes shared some snippets of their growing baby through scan
pictures, but have opted to keep the location and details of their surrogate private.
But ready to receive a phone call any
day now, Rosanna revealed she is
spending this weekend getting her baby
bags packed before she and her hubby
Wes Quirke jet off to meet their little girl.
Bursting with excitement, she said:

PRIVATE

of them have suffered pregnancy losses
so it’s a part of life, unfortunately.
“But it is just about normalising the
conversation a bit more and being able
to talk about it and show people there is
hope at the end of the long journey.”

We’ve no contact
with the surrogate
so we have kept
busy with work..
it is weird to think
of someone else
experiencing the
kicks & hormones

Just three weeks before she is due to
welcome her “dream” baby girl, Rosanna
opened up about her mother Diane’s
own struggles in the past.
She said she feels lucky to live in a time
where surrogacy and alternative options
are widely available.
Rosanna, who has various science
degrees under her belt including
Master of Science degree in Personalised
Nutrition, added: “We are so lucky now
with the leaps and bounds of science.
the process. And encouraging others out
“I look at my mum who
there not to suffer in silence,
had her own issues sepashe said: “It was really
rate to mine but she
important to us to kind of
wouldn’t have had the
We want to talk about our journey
options I’ve had so we
and our experience and
show there normalise
are so lucky these days.
the conversation
“I just think it is a miracle
about fertility and pregare more
there can be a woman
nancy loss and show
untraditional people
thousands of miles away
who maybe are
carrying our biological
str u g g li n g – w h i c h
routes to
child. It is a miracle to us.
according to statistics is
parenthood
It’s really incredible.”
one in six couples.
Looking back at her
“So to show it is more
ROSANNA DAVISON
decision to go public with
common than we realise
ON TELLING HER STORY
her news, the author said
and there are more routes
she feels her decision to talk openly over to parenthood than just the traditional
the past few months has helped her in sort of ones.” The influencer, who

admitted she had some anxiety at the
beginning of the process, added: “I think
being open and talking about it has been
really helpful for the whole process.
“So I would encourage anyone who is
going through pregnancy loss or fertility
issues to try and talk to family and
friends and be open about it.
“It really does help and it helps to
reduce the sense of blaming yourself for
everything and the sense of guilt because
it is such a complex, sensitive issue.
“I understand why people talk about it
more because it is so wrapped up in
emotion and sort of feelings of blaming
yourself and things.
“I think people appreciate that and
even in my close friends group, a number

ROSANNA ON AWAITING THE
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2 dead in tear
gas protests
AT least two people were
killed as protests escalated
in the Iraqi capital
Baghdad, with police
firing tear gas to repel
demonstrators.
The dead were reportedly hit by canisters and
scores of others were
injured in the incident,
including security forces.

Serviceman
kills 8 soldiers
A RUSSIAN serviceman
has shot dead eight fellow
soldiers and seriously
injured two more at a
military base, officials say.
It is believed Private
Ramil Shamsutdinov,
who has been detained,
might have been suffering
from mental health
problems.

No1
FOR

SPORT
Teen climbs
prison wall
A LOVESICK German
teenager scaled a 13ft
prison wall and climbed
up to his ex-girlfriend’s
barred window.
The 18-year-old refused
to come down and the fire
brigade used a ladder to
rescue him. It is believed
the woman had broken up
with him beforehand.

Thousands in
permits demo
THOUSANDS of people
are marching across
Zimbabwe in governmentorganised protests against
US and EU sanctions.
The demonstrators say
the sanctions have ruined
the country’s economy.
But the US and EU say
they’ve only been imposed
on individuals and firms.
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DEVOTED

With her husband Wes Quirke
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It’s a long process
but it’s all coming
together now and
it’s really nice. The
timing worked well

London in July and it is
soon to get even busier
with a new arrival on the way.
However, speaking at the
TanOrganic Beauty Blog awards –
where she won the Nutrition category
– Rosanna said the timings couldn’t
have worked out better.
She said: “It’s been the kind of year
where we put in a lot of the groundwork.
“Last year at Christmas I did my
masters and the surrogacy process
began at the beginning of last year.
“It’s a long process so yeah it’s all
coming together now and it’s really nice.
All the hard work is [coming to the
surface]. The timing worked out really
well because, funnily enough, the day I

ROSANNA DAVISON ON GRADUATION
AND BEGINNING SURROGACY PROCESS

“This weekend we will be packing
I suppose the equivalent of the
hospital bag, which is our baby
suitcase, so we are bringing everything from clothes to nappies to wipes
and all the bits and pieces and I’ll pack
my own suitcase to be ready to go.
“We will stay there a few weeks I think,
just because she will be brand new and
we have to get her emergency passport
and get various papers organised as well.
“But the nice thing is on her birth cert
she is immediately ours, there is no
mention of surrogacy, she’s an Irish
citizen immediately so it has all worked
out very well.”
It’s been a busy year for the model who
graduated from her masters degree in
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THE winning €5.2million
Lotto jackpot ticket was
sold in a SuperValu store,
it emerged yesterday.
The lucky punter in
Deise, Co Waterford,
scooped themselves a cool
€5,260,021 in Wednesday
night’s draw.
They bought their
ticket in Supervalu in the
Kilbarry Shopping Centre
on the Tramore Road.
Store manager Karl
Car t er sai d: “ We’re
absolutely thrilled, we have
thousands of customers
in our store each week
and we are delighted one
of our shoppers is now
€5.2million richer.
“We are a hub in the
local community and the
store is absolutely buzzing
as word spreads of the big
win. Congratulations to
the winner from all of us.”

BY EDEL HUGHES

€5.2m Lotto
ticket is sold
in Waterford

DELIGHT SuperValu staff

WHAM! star Andrew
Ridgeley is among the
guests on the Ray D’Arcy
Show tonight.
The musician will lift the
lid on his lifelong friendship with George Michael,
who died at the age of 53.
He’ll be giving the inside
story on how the pop duo
changed 80s music and
became one of the biggest
bands in history.
Meanwhile, GAA star
Anna Geary and broadcaster Mairead Ronan will
also join Ray ahead of the
return of Ireland’s Fittest
Family tomorrow.
And Irish broadcaster
Polly Devlin will chat
about about interviewing
famous people such as Bob
Dylan and John Lennon.
■ The Ray D’Arcy Show
airs tonight on RTE One
at 9.45pm.

BY IAN MANGAN

Wham! star
to go-go on
D’Arcy show

POP ICON Andrew Ridgeley
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submitted my dissertation
was the day they found our surrogate in
January so it all kind of coincided well.”
And feeling positive about what her
future holds, Rosanna added: “So next
year is just a case of continuing to
work with TanOrganic and other work
obligations but also just getting used to
being a mother and having a new baby.
“Then in the next year or two I want
to look into the nutrition side, whether
it is a brand, or a clinic and it is
important to me to continue to do
what I am passionate about as well.”

After graduating from
London college in July

A
ARRIVAL OF ‘MIRACLE’ BABY

EXCITED

Rosanna Davison says she
can’t wait to become a mum

€1.40
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Victory for Defence
Forces in
pay battle
OR OUR
YF

OOPS
TR

Boxer Kevin
was ‘run over
three times’

Maura
dumps
Dennon

SEE PAGES 4 AND 5

STAR’S HEALTH SHOCK

COMIC
BRENDAN
FIGHTS
FOR LIFE

SEE PAGES 8&9

EXCLUSIVE

BY KATIE GALLAGHER
Showbiz Reporter

LEGENDARY comedian and singer Brendan
Grace is battling lung cancer.
The 68-year-old star has been forced to cancel
his summer tour after receiving the devastating
news while he was being treated for pneumonia.
A spokesman said: “He is also suffering from
cancer for which he is receiving ongoing
care and treatment. He has been in hospital for
TURN TO PAGE 6

Legend cancels tour over lung cancer battle

TREATMENT
Brendan Grace
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CASE Copper Face Jacks

Ex-politician’s
son ‘attacked
pub man with
a lit firework’
BY TOM TUITE

A SON of former politician
Ivor Callely is to stand trial
accused of attacking a man
with a lit firework.
O liver Callely, 27,
appeared before Judge
Patricia Harney at Dublin
District Court yesterday
over the incident at
Copper Face Jacks.
He was charged with
assault causing harm to a
man at the popular nightclub on Harcourt Street, on
September 6, 2015.
It’s also alleged he threw,
directed or propelled an
ignited firework at the
injured party.
Following extradition
from the US he was
charged yesterday and
brought to court.
Evidence of arrest,
charge and caution was
given by Det Gda Niall
Murray.
He told Judge Harney
Callely “made no reply” to
either charge after caution.
The Director of Public
Prosecutions directed trial
on indictment meaning his
case will be dealt with in
the Circuit Court.
Callely, of Seamount
Road, Malahide, Dublin,
has not yet indicated how
he will plead.
Judge Harney set bail at
€5,000 and ordered that
€2,500 had to be lodged.
A book of evidence was
served and the judge made
an order sending him
forward for trial to the
Dublin Circuit Criminal
Court where he will face
his next hearing on July 26.

GAA club in
water probe
REPORTS are being investigated of “possible issues”
with a private water supply
at Croagh Kilfinny GAA.
A number of senior and
junior camogie players
allegedly began to feel ill
after playing matches at
the grounds last Saturday.
In a statement last night
Limerick City and County
Council said it had “taken
samples of water from two
bore holes and sent them
for testing.
It added: “There are no
wider implications for the
general public.”
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VULTURES COULD SWOOP
ON 3,200 MORE LOANS
WEDNESDAY 03.07.2019

BY FERGHAL BLANEY
Political Correspondent

RUTHLESS Ulster Bank chiefs
have been blasted for caving into
the vulture funds again – with the
sacrifice of 3,200 distressed family
home loans to the market.
And the Government has been
accused of “collusion” for allowing the
huge sale, described as “a bonanza for
vultures” to happen on its watch.
Campaigners said it could leave
another 11,000 people homeless.
The way is now clear for the vultures
to swoop again after a property fund
worth €900million was released by Ulster
Bank last night.
And shockingly, 90% of the portfolio is

ISSUE Mr Hall

Bank’s move may lead to a
‘tsunami of homelessness’

made up of ordinary family homes. The
rest of the batch are loans of landlords,
or buy to let properties.
Ulster Bank was hammered last year
for selling a bundle of 5,200 nonperforming mortgages worth €1.4billion
to vulture fund Cereberus.
The difference between last Autumn’s
sale and this week’s proposal is that
last year’s batch only had 45% family

homes, compared to this time around.
David Hall of the Irish Mortgage Holders’
Organisation is predicting it could
precipitate a “tsunami of homelessness”.
He added: “Vultures are no friends of
Irish mortgage holders.
“It’s deeply concerning ministers,
who should know better, believe vultures
are good and are a solution – they are
not.” A spokeswoman for Ulster Bank

said: “As signalled in
Q3 2018, Ulster
Bank can now
confirm it has
prepared a
portfolio of its
non-performing
mortgages for sale.
“The PDH loans
have been assigned to
this portfolio following a concentration
of effort with customers in difficulty
to ensure they were given every
opportunity to agree a sustainable
solution and to remain in a home that
they can afford.”
news@irishmirror.ie
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STACKFUL
OF TALENT
Brendan Grace
as Fintan Stack
in hit Father Ted

TREATMENT Comic Brendan
has told of health struggles

Grace being treated for lung cancer in Irish hospital
FROM PAGE ONE

the last four weeks receiving treatment for
pneumonia.
“His family are a great support to
him at this difficult time and respect for
their privacy would be much appreciated.
His current July/August Irish tour has
been cancelled.
“Brendan is still in hospital and will be
remaining there for ongoing treatment. He

is hospitalised in Ireland.” The veteran
funnyman lives in the US with his wife
Eileen and their family but still tours
Ireland on a regular basis, considering this
country his first love.
The Dubliner’s latest show features
the best and most requested pieces
from his vast repertoire over the past
49 years.
The Combine Harvester hitmaker has

had a litany of setbacks in recent years,
suffering a stroke that left him “looking
under the influence” as well as losing
some of his toes as a result of gangrene
caused by diabetes.
Just last year, Grace opened up about
the full impact of his health problems in a
critically acclaimed documentary for RTE,
Brendan Grace: Funny Man.
Speaking of his wife of 45 years, the

teary-eyed performer said: “My very best
friend is Eileen.
“There’s nothing I wouldn’t do for her
and there’s nothing she wouldn’t do for
me, and that’s how it’s been for the past
45 years.
“Doing nothing for each other.”
Grace garnered a whole new legion of
fans when he played the infamous Father
Fintan Stack in Father Ted.

